
STARTUPBAY

STUDIO

Build and Scale your startup 



Non Tech Founders 

Don't worry about not having a tech

co-founder. Consider Startupbay

Studio  as your early stage technology

team 

Don't miss the bus

Build early and hit the road

Have an idea? Don't wait till your team

gets hired.  Develop your product with

us and get a choice of easy hiring

options 

Leverage on a variety of technology

skills at Startupbay Studio and its

partners   

PRODUCT  STUD IO

For founders who want to scale faster



MANAGE PODs

Project Management &

Dev Ops

Scalable PODs as a Service

Simple and cost effective way to build,

grow and manage product development

right from MVP to Scale

BUILD PODs

UI/UX , Full Stack,

Quality Assurance and

Product Management

SCALE PODs

UI/UX, Full Stack, QA,

Product Management,

Solution Architects &

Dev Ops 



Social Presence

Powerful Brand

Enhanced Reach

Unleash the true potential of

social media with most

advanced tech tools at work 

Leverage on most powerful

digital marketing tools 

Fire up your sales channels

with our AI enabled lead

generation platform

GO -TO -MARKET  

Build your GTM strategy and execute

using the most powerful tools,

domain knowledge, skills and design



ACCELERATE

GROWTH

Global Softlanding

Leverage the reach of StartupBay

global associations to launch your

startup in markets across America,

Europe and Asia 

Business and Financial

Model

Investment readiness is the

cornerstone for your startup's growth.

Let our experts build it for you 

Business Acceleration

Fast track your startup to gain more

customers during the launch and

growth phase 



ZERO  TO  ONE  

Startupbay is the only accelerator

focussed on enhancing the founder's

equity and valuation 

GLOBAL  ACCESS

Our global community of over 20000

mentors, investors & startups for you to

build your network and turn your global

ambitions into reality

TECHNOLOGY  DEPTH

We provide technology skills across tech

stacks to build your product irrespective of

the domain 

STARTUPBAY

EDGE



STARTUPCOURSE

A 100 days founder focussed

program to double your

startups valuation

STARTUPBAY

UN ICLUB

Largest network of most

diversified portfolio investors 

STARTUPBAY

STUD IO

Right from MVP to Scale,

services  covering all that a

growing business needs 

360 degree

Accelerator



JO IN  TODAY

+91-7507773366

info@startupbay.tech

www.startupbay.tech


